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- A Corsican Adventure with top athletes and starred chef
on Ipharra geant catamaran

Get ready to experience
the highlights
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Navigation

Gastronomy
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Activities

© Ipharra

In search of
freedom

Participate in a magical trip among the most
beautiful sites of Corsica.
In the company of kitesurf and free diving world
champions.
Treated by one of the most talented french chefs,
on a giant catamaran.
Under the aegis of Somewhere Club, a specialists in
custom journeys.
A unique, once-in-a-lifetime experience.
Designed for eight people, family or friends.

Become the
exclusive actors in
this exceptional
adventure film!

Between
Sea and
Mountain
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Pierre Malherbe

Your guides

Transmit a passion

A co-founder of Somewhere Club, Pierre is a highly skilled climber and
skier. Passionate about the sea, he has sailed the Corsican coast aboard the
prestigious catamaran Ipharra, and organized a high standard of training for
students of Le Rosey school, one of the most renowned private schools in
Switzerland.
But Pierre is primarily a mountaineer and his skills will complement those of
his friend Frank to allow you to roam freely in the Corsican terrain.
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Activities
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*

Franck Junod
A mountain guide qualified in canyoneering, Franck is also one of the
world’s best trail runners, ranking
2nd in the Verdon Trail Adventure
and 1st in the Eco Adventure of Rio
in Brazil. A search-and-rescue team
member for 17 years, he began his
career at the prestigious Peloton de
Gendarmerie de Haute Montagne
(PGHM) in Chamonix then became
an instructor at the National Training
Center for Ski and Mountaineering
of Gendarmerie (CNISAG). A lover
of Corsica, he will help you discover
the most beautiful sites on the Island
of Beauty through the particular
sport you have chosen: hiking, via
ferrata or canyoneering.

Canyoning
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Guest Star
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Charlotte Consorti
triple world champion
of speed kitesurf

*
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Morgan Bourc’his
Double world champion
of free diving
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Whether a
beginner or highly
experienced,
you will enjoy
surfing alongside
one of the best
representatives of
this discipline.

Free

Div

ing

Learn how to breathe
properly thanks to
some yoga lessons
and dive to explore
a shipwreck with
morgan near a
school of dolphins in
incredible freedom.
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Guest Star
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Navigation

© Ipharra

Ipharra, 102 feet, is one of the largest cruising catamarans of the world. She is also the first sailing
catamaran in the world from a Double Deck line, and the third biggest sloop rigged catamaran
of the world. This super yacht catamaran is built with an aluminium hull and with her 42ft beam,
offers guest unrivaled space and comfort and can accommodate up to twelve guests in five spacious cabins.

IApharra
102-F C
eet

atamaran
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brochure in russian
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Three guest cabins are equipped with king size beds (one or two beds according to your wishes),
one cabin with queen size bed and one with twin beds. All have fantastic view on see and en-suite
bathroom. The Master suite is positioned to comfortably accommodate guests who have mobility
challenges.
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Gastronomy

A Two Stars Chef
Jean Sulpice
As a native of Aix les Bains born into a family
of restaurateurs, Jean Sulpice has cooking
in his blood. Jean Sulpice received his first
star at the age of 26, followed by his second
star at the age of 31, making him a true
phenomenon in the world of gastronomy. He
has lived with his wife, Magali, in Val Thorens
since 2002. This young Savoyard chef, trained
by Marc Veyrat (among others), chose to
bring his culinary talent up to the summits.
Thus, he has not chosen a particularly easy
path… “High-altitude gastronomy can never
work.” How many times have you heard
this sentence? Nevertheless, Jean Sulpice is
a gourmet mountain man. For 10 years, he
has elevated Savoyard cuisine to the highest
level, featuring local farmers and produce
in his gastronomic creations. 10 years of
passion and perseverance landed him two
stars and made “Jean Sulpice” the highestaltitude starred restaurant in all of Europe. A
spirited athlete and lover of the mountains,
Jean Sulpice likes to think outside the box
and draw his inspiration from nature. He
values an instinctive approach in the kitchen
– one of precision and balance that places
the emphasis on produce without any bells or
whistles. “My cooking is, above all, dictated
by nature and by the desire to please. It is
an inspired cuisine that doesn’t compromise
on taste or respect for produce – a cuisine
based on the coherence of flavor and texture.”
In 2017, a new adventure has begun. Jean
and Magali sold the Oxalys and bought the
prestigious Auberge du Père Bise on the banks
of Annecy Lake. A fantastic challenge. No
doubt they will be up to the task.
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Detailed
Program

FRANCE
DAY 1 SAINT FLORENT

D2
D3

D3

Arrival at Bastia airport. Transfer to SaintFlorent and installation on the giant catamaran Ipharra. Presentation of the guides,
guest stars and crew. Depending on sea
conditions, kitesurfing or yoga training
before snorkeling. Aperitif in town.

D1

DAY 2 Desert of agriates

Navigation around the desert of Agriates
peninsula. Exploration of the beautiful
coves. Kitesurfing and / or free diving.
Anchorage in the Bay of Calvi. Visit of the
citadel at night. Aperitif at Tao (jazz bar)
with stunning views of the bay. Gourmet
dinner on board.

D4

DAY 3 ILE ROUSSE - CALVI

Meeting with the starred chef Jean Suplice.
Discovery of Ile Rousse market (every day).
Selection of products and private kitchen
courtyard on board. Swimming. Lunch.
Afternoon snorkeling (or diving) to the
wreck of an American B-17 bomber at the
foot of the citadel of Calvi. A visit to the

D5

small village of Lumio. A walk to the ruins
of Occi to admire the sunset. Aperitif at the
villa of Stephane Brunner in Lumio. Back
to the boat.

DAy 4 scandola reserve

Exploration of the beautiful red cliffs of
Scandola. Snorkeling in search of grouper.
Introduction to the via ferrata. Anchorage
in the bay of Girolata. Small excursion
on shore to whet your appetite. Meals on
board with the starred chef Jean Sulpice.

day 5 cargese

Canyoning. Descent of a river interspersed
with jumps, natural waterslides, swim in
the pools, and to top all rappelling and zip
line.

DAY 6 ajaccio

Private tour of the Bonaparte museum.
Climbing at the «Reta» site on the waterfront, at the end of the Ajaccio coast. Time
has carved these rocks and given birth to
unusual and esthetic sculptures.

******

DAY 7 PROPRIANO

Trek from Campomoro to Senetosa. A fantastic journey on paths that plunge us into
a beautiful conservatory of landscapes and
habitats in Mediterranean colors. Feel yourself evolve on land walked and exploited by
man since the Bronze Age.

day 8 Bonifacio

City tour by the cliff side. Morning: free
diving, looking for groupers. Afternoon:
introduction to windsurfing on sandbanks
of Piantarella.

day 9 lavezzi island

Sea kayaking, windsurfing and kitesurfing.

day 10 porto-vecchio

Via Ferrata of Zonza: this route reaches to
the Tafunatu di Paliri, exceptional passing
through a hole in the wall (Tafunatu). The
summit, stunning gazebo on Needles Bavella and the pearls cost of Solenzara.

day 11 FIGARI

Transfer to Figari airport.

Important
The following program is only indicative and can be modified on-site depending on weather conditions, your
skill level and, of course, your desires.

D6

Availability of Somewhere Team shall
be confirmed the day of booking.

D7

D10

D11

D8

D9

Dates: June 3-13, 2018
Price includes :
° Rental of the catamaran Ipharra ;
° Cars with driver for ground transfers ;
° Accommodation and transportation for
the attendants and Somewhere Team
° Benefits and salary for the attendants and
Somewhere Team

Price : 16.000€/pers.
Based on 8 people

Price doesn’t include :
° Return flights from Europe;
° Additional lunches and beverages;
° Activities and personal expenses;
° All services not included in the program;
° Cancellation insurance.
° Repatriation insurance, medical assistance.
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Operator

some

club

here

Somewhere Club is an exclusive club that brings together
great directors, explorers, high-level athletes, artists and
starred chefs.
All these personalities are pooling their talents to design
custom travel experience.
Somewhere Club is based in France and operates all
around the world.

For further information about
this trip, please contact us:
+336 32 44 29 53
contact@somewhereclub.com

